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SANDSPUR STAFF
WISHES YOU
ONE AND ALL—

MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND A
HAPPY NEW YEAR!

.>>
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WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 8- 1949

Tiedtke Rejects
^^ Council Prograni

Baskethail Is Back
As Varsity Sport
Rollins Will Play Ten Home
Games; McDowell To Coach

Center Proposals Vetoed
^ Pelican Comes Under Fire
ttths
I^.
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^
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Studsnt Council took their capacity as an advisory body on the
Center seriously last week when
they submitted a six-point report
recommending changes in administration of the Student Center.
However, only one of their recommendations was approved by
College Treasurer John Tiedtke.
Council also heard complaints
about the Pelican, voted an election to decide the fate of basketball, and passed the decision on
girls wearing shorts in Beanery
to the Student-Faculty Social
„„ Committee, before giving them_ _ ^ selves a legislative holiday.
Went Center to Show Profit
The Council, in the longest session of the year, had approved
six recommendations embodied
in a report submitted by a committee headed by Ken Brown.
The com'mittee suggested that
much of the Center costs be paid
for by the college rather than by
the fountain and grill, thereby
giving the Center a chance to
show a profit. The next point
suggested that the bookstore and
fountain be run on a cooperative
basis as they were both supposedly non-profit organizations.
siieS j^jgQ included in the reporl
passed by the council was the
55 suggestion that the manager's salary be raised immediately from
_ ^ ^ the present $45 a week io $275
—— a month. It was further recommended that the administrative
I
overhead figures be revised. Last
year the administrative overhead
charge was $1,752: the figure is
based on a charge set by the college auditors.
The last recommendation reads
"In the event that no change is
made in the present bookkeeping
system, we suggest that it be expected that the Center show an
annual deficit."
One Point ; Approved
The only point that received
Tiedke's approval was the suggestion that a copy of any interdepartmental or contracted charge
against the Center be sent to the
supervisor of the commons and
Center unit.
The Council had submitted the
recommendations as a possible
solution to the continual pressure
being brought to have the Center
show a profit. Council sentiment
seemed to indicate the majority
B of the members felt that the continual deficit was not a problem
with which the council should be
continually plagued.
"The only trouble is that there
is a misconception as to what the
Center was in the first place,"
Tiedtke said in explaining why
he has not approved the Council's
recommendations.
When
the
building was donated, he pointed
out it was not endowed because
it was hoped the bookstore and
fountain would pay the operating
costs. It was intended that all
profits should go to the students.
Although the Center was supposed to be a self-paying proposition, "the college has always followed a policy of making up the
loss; no one ever expected the
students to pay the loss," Tiedtke
said.

N

Pressure Brought lo Bear
There is a pressure to make the
center self-supporting, Tiedke admitted. "It was not originally
contemplated that the college
would be making up a deficit.
The college feels thai it should
run the Center in such a way as
to make the loss as small as possible, and we hope to cut the
Icsses further," he continued.
reply to the suggestion that
the administrative overhead be
revised, the treasurer said that "it
conservative as it can be. i
i would only change it if the
auditors changed their opinion on
Complaints were heard about
the money given to Lucy by each
'Continued on Page 5, Column 3) .

In case you don't remember them, these are the legs that graced
the Freshman Show in the Annie Russell last Sunday night.
Pictured from left to right are: Betty Saleeba, Kay McDonnell,
Jan McGaw, Joan Grant, Patsy Edmunson, Nancy Wycolf, and
Lou Clarkson. The phone number for all seven girls is 3-2401.

Dean Feels Fine
Profs, Teachers
But Auto Accident May Join Forces
"Will Rollins English teachers
Keeps Her At Home I pool
resources and work with the

Basketball was added to the
Rcllins agenda of inter-collegiatf
athletes last Tuesday, December 6th, when 387 students cast
their ballots yes, on the much
debated issue. Out of 439 students who voted only 20 were
against it, while 32 expressed a
desire for basketball next year.
Immediately after the vote;
were counted Coach McDowall
called a meeting of all candidates
who will try out for the varsity
team. Plans were laid to begin
practice Tuesday evening in
Rec Hall in preparation for the 15
or 20 game schedule which Rollins
will play. Practices will be held
every evening thereafter until the
season opens.
The schedule includes ten home
games to be played at the Orlando
Armory. Out of town contests
will see the Tar five facing teams
only within the state in probable
meetings with the University of
Florida, Southern, Tampa, Miami,
FSU, and Stetson.
The new addition will be financed by an $1800 loan from the
college to the athletic department. This amount will be paid
back through a $3 increase of the
Students Association fee next
year. An additional $5 was voted
to be added to the students athletic fee to help promote baseball
and basketball for Rollins.
Except for a span of three years
during '39, '40 and '41 this is the
first time Rollins has had a basketball team since the early
thirties. When it was revived in
'39 it was able to boast a mediocre
season even though the material
was coached by a student. The
'41 season saw the Tar five win 15
of its 20 games and enter the
Southern Intercollegiate Athletic
Association tournament where it
was eliminated in its first game.
During that year the Rollins team
won the Florida district title to
close out its most successful season before it was discontinued before the 1941 season.
Now after eight years Rollins
will again enter basketball circles.
The opening schedule will be announced at a later date.

. newly-organized Central Florida
Council of English, or remain a
I single unit and work separately?"
was the question discussed at
i Tuesday night's meeting of the
Rollins English Department before a talk by Mr. Mendell on
•'Methods of Teaching Freshman
The Rollins dean of women was ; Composition."
injured when her car was side- ' Founded by Dr. Starr, an inswiped by another automobile. j formal English Teachers' AssociaShe collided with the other car at ; tion has been in existence for the
about 6 in the evening while look- last two years. Its members, coning for the road to Professor ! sisting of high school and college
Huntley's house where she was to j teachers from the Winter ParkI Orlando area, meet once every five
have dinner.
I weeks to discuss common probAccording to Mrs. Wilcox, who
visited the dean at Orange Mei About a month ago four memmorial last week, although the
j bers of the Rollins English Dedean is still weak, she is much
; partment attended a luncheon
better and feeling very well.
i given by English teachers from
Dean Cleveland will not be in her
' Orlando, who had conceived the
office for the rest of this term.
idea of organizing a group which
would include English teachers
^nd librarians representing a
much broader area. Thus resulted
the Central Florida Council of
English, with Miss Anna Hrvol,
a teacher at Memorial Junior High
in Orlando, as president. Hopeing
to become affiliated with the active national organization, the
The lost and found department, council will hold four meetings
, a year.
Afhich is located in Miss FairAccording to Dr. Starr, much
child's office at the Administration building, list the following could be said about the worth
of such an organization. Not only
articles:
Lost: Ruth Pate—Wallet: Betsy will there be a greater underWilliam—a blue and gold Parker standing of the problems con51; Alice Berostcqui—a gold and fronting the student changing
A successful conclusion to the
black watch band; Louisa Clark- from' high school to college English, but by working together Children's Charity Drive is foreson—a rod wallet; Ronnie FryEnglish teachers can correlate the seen by the members of the chapel
mire—a tan, cloth jacket with a
work, so that the student is more staff who are engaged in contactleather back; and a woman in the
adequately prepared for college ing every member of the student
theatre, a pair of glasses in an
English.
body, faculty and staff for contriembroidered case.
butions to this very worthy cause.
Found: A red and white striped
To date not all of the students
vest jacket with Dickson-Ives'
or
faculty members have been
label, found by Fox Hall, night ot
contacted but it is hoped that by
Homecoming; four pens, pearled
the time vacation starts the $1500
compact found at Dubs, Oct. 8;
goal of tho Children's Charity
Ronson lighter; silver bracelet
Fund will have been reached.
with gold wash; silver I. D. with
As of Monday, December 5th
tials C. D.: and a tiny Sheaffer
The
International
Relations
the total thus far in the drive was
pen.
Club held an important meeting
as follows:
last Thursday. Discussed were
... $1,064.35
plans for the Southeastern Re- Cash and pledges
435.65
gional Conference to be held at Balance needed
There are four groups on the
Gainesville, Florida, the weekend
of February 17. The University campus that have contributed
of Florida will be host this year 100% to the charity drive. They
This year, as before. Dean En- to all the International Relations are—Alpha Phi, Gamma Phi
yart will read Dickens' Christmas Club in th2 Southeast. All stu- Beta, Kappa Alpha Theta, and
Carol as the main feature of the dents who aro interested in at- Alpha Phi Lambda. They are
Rollins Christmas Party which tending this conference should closely followed by Chi Omega
11 be held December 12 in the contact Club President Joe Po- with 96% and Pi Beta Phi with
Rollins Center.
peck as soon as possible. Further 80%.
When asked when lie first details of the conference will be
A complete listing of all the
started reading th= Carol, Enyart announced at the next meeting of campus groups with thoir respecsaid, "I was brought up on it." lhe International Relations Club, tive contribution follows:
It all started when he was read- January 12th.
Alpha Phi
... -- 100%
it for a group of friends at
Tentative plans have been an- Chi Omega
. .. ...
. . 96%
his home. Miss Adolphs, the Sec- nounced by the University of Gamma Phi Beta .
.100%
retary of the Chapel, then asked Florida concerning the schedule Kappa Alpha Theta
100%
if he wouldn't read the Carol of events to be presented. A well- Kappa Kappa Gamma
77%
for the student and faculty who known speaker on international Phi Mu
74%
80%
itayed at Rollins for the Christ- affairs will be present to address , Pi Beta Phi
58%
nas Holidays. Later Miss Adolphs the gathering. As yet, his name ; Independent Women
100%
iuggcsted that he read it for the has not bean announced. Also, ' Alpha Phi Lambda
36%
ivhole Rollins Family before they social affairs are being planned Delta Chi
to take care of the group. This \ Kappa Alpha - . - - 28%
went home.
-- 38%
Dean Enyart said, "I like to do, is an excellent opportunity for Lambda Chi Alpha
....
65%
it as long as people want it, but Rollins students to see first hand , Sigma Nu
- .. - -71%
I fee] embarrassed because of the the workings of the International ' X Club
65%
repetition.
The same people Relations Clubs of the Southeast- , Faculty
ern
region.
I
Independent
Men
40%.
come every year."
Dean Cleveland is back home
after a week at Orange Memorial
Hospital where she was treated
for shock and minor bruises received in an automobile accident
November 26.

Lost Something?
Found Something?
[here's A Place To Go

Chapel Drive
Standings Given

I.R.C. Readies For
Southeastern Conference
To Be Held At Gainesville

Enyert To Give Traditional
Reading at Xmas Party

NUMBER 9

STETSON INVADERS REPULSED BY
SLEEPLESS ROLLINS COMMANDOES
Stetson Replies To Rollins
Gunpowder With Wet Paint
Alarm System Pays Off
Stetson Boys Captured

Grinning at the
caught on thi
Rollins. The captives v
Sigma Nu House. That'

are some unlucky Stetson boys
veek during Stetson's invasion of
treated wJth free haircuts in the
ao McDonnell in the background.

Try Outs Open To All
Might Makes Power
For New Annie Russel Play Fedralists Told
Tryouts for "Dark of the Moon"
a folk play by Howard Richardson
will be held at 7:30 p.m. Friday, Saute on Discussion Panel
December 9th at the theatre.
This next production of the Rol- With Davis, Scliafer, Sayers
lins Players, which will be directAt the panel discussion held last
ed by Wilbur Dorsett, will be preweek by the World Federalists,
sented during the week of January
several points in the Federalist
24th.
theory were strongly brought out
This play, which is based on a by panelists Dr. George Saute,
folk legend of the Smoky Moun- Hugh Davis. Jack Sayers and Bill
tains, has 26 speaking parts and Schafer.
several group scanes which will
Dr. Saute brought out the fact
require about 14 people. "Dark
of the Moon" is taken directly j that true federalism does not adfrom the folk balUad of Barbara j vocate the scaling down of miliAllen who fell in love with a I tary forces, with the world situawitch boy.
i tion as it is today. "I feel that
This play will be the first folk; we can still exercise our economic
play to be presented by the Rol- and moral leadership," he stated,
lins Student Players. The play j "however, the power is in the
has previously run for about nine I military might, we can't change
that."
months on Broadway.
Mr. Dorsett, director of the pro- i Further discussing the problems
duction said, ''Of course all these ! presented by the modern civilized
plays at the Annie Russell are; world, panelists were faced by the
open to all students and I am! significance of the advancement
hoping that a good many of the of science. "I want, as nearly as
students will try out for 'Dark of: I can, to go on living my life as I
have up to now, in the world I'm
the Moon'."
used to," was Sayers contribution.
This statement evoked from Dr.
Saute the reply, "Some of us
Next week in the Morse Gallery would rather see the world imof Art, the Fucecchio "Enthroned proved somewhat."
Madonna" will be shown in a preTo this Sayers reparteed, "In
Christmas one picture exhibit.
the 2,000 years of the Christian
As Professor McKean, art di- era, we have improved to the
rector, brings out, "The 'Madonna' A-bomb; I think that it's high
was painted to be shown by itself time we stopped improving."
over an altar, not among rows of
Maintaining a staunch U. S.
other pictures in a museum."
supremacy attitude throughout
The picture will be displayed the discussion, Sayers summed up
in a setting which as nearly as his theory with, "As long as world
possible duplicates the original leadership is maintained by milisetting und lighting.
tary might, I want the U. S. to be
Bernard Berenson, a provincial it; I don't want the U. S. to weakTuscan painter, known to the con- en in any way, shape or form."
temporary art world as the "MasOn a warning note. Bill Schafer
ter of Fuceccio," is thought to be added, "I don't believe the U. S.
the painter of the "Enthroned should attempt to interfere with
Madonna."
the sovereign rights of the nations."
The hcpe and aim of the organization was summed up by President Hugh Davis, "There is no
question in my mind that there
The first edition of the Rollins will be a one world brought about
Newsreel, film on aspects of under the uniting influence of one
campus life at Rollins, is nearing overall government."
completion and will be shown in
An announcement to the effect
the Annie Russell Theatre somethat legal counsel and director of
time before Christmas vacation.
the United Nations, A. H. Feller,
This edition will deal with this will speak at Rollins at the Jan. 4
year's Homecoming activities. The , assembly, was made by Dr. Saute.
entire Homecoming parade will be
Mr. Feller, who is one of the top
shown in color. Also seen will be |
figures in international law, will
parts of the Davidson game.
!
also speak Jan. 5 at the CongregaAt present, Milton Blakemore, j tional Church.
and his staff of assistants are ^
working on the job of writing the
narration and editing the film.
ill be soon.
The Lambda Chis announced
last Monday that they're holding
their annual costume ball the secThe exhibition at the Casa ond weekend after the holidays.
Iberia of artifacts and paintings "In all probabilities the dance will
from Central and South America be held at the Orlando Country
is a part of the collection of Mr. Club," President George Franklin
and Mrs. M. B. Foster of Orlando. said. "The reason for the premaThe exhibit will be on display ture announcement is for every
in the Casa Iberia until Dec. 10, one to have enough time to get
and will be open to the public together and think up some origifrom 2-4 daily except Wednesdays nal costumes while at home," he
continued.
and Saturdays.

MORSE GALLERY SHOW

Rollins Newsreel To Get
Pre-Ghristmas Showing

FANCY BALL PLANNED

Exhibition At Gasa

By TOM PICKENS
• •' nd
haircuts,
gunpowder,
livil driving, and wet paint
)f much in evidence last week,
highhghting the annual pre-game
mayhem between Rollins College
and Stetson University. In general things were a big success
from a Rollins point of view, as
Stetson forces took a licking coming and going.
Rollins
started
things
off,
launching an expeditionary force
of two cars and fourteen men that
landed commando-like on the
Stetson campus in the small hours
of Monday morning. It was a
well-planned operation.
While
two men from one car strolled
nonchalantly across the campus
slopping paint hither and yon in
the form of big blue R's, a detachment from the other car was
heaping twenty-five pounc's of
gunpowder in the middle of the
most prominent lawn they could
find. After giving the painting
crew time to clear out, operation
blast 'em touched off the pcwder
which went UD in a cloud of ilame
only slightly more impre'sive
than Hiroshima. Rollins madi its
escape even while the Stotson
men came pouring out of their
dorms in all their Homeric wrath.
Defense Set Up
Fearing retahations. Rollirs set
up a defense system on Monday
night around the perimeter of
school. At the same time Stetson
students held a mass meeting
where it was decided to strike
back at Rollins on Wednesday,
thereby giving the defense forces
a couple of nights to sweat it out.
On the appointed eve Rollins
defenders became suspicious that
something was up when they
spotted several cars drifting past
campus suspiciously bulging with
occupants. First blood was drawn
when an unidentified auto parked
in front of the art museum. A
car was pushed across the street
in front of the Lamba Chi house
thereby closing all passage and
a Rollins patrol flushed the invader out of cover. He came
roaring up the street with his
lights out until he reached the
barrier, whereupon the driver
choked, the car stopped, and those
inside were pounced upon with
savage glee and hauled off to one
of the fraternity houses.
Alarm Spread
As the alarm spread about
school that Stetson was in the
immediate vicinity, a scout car
reported thai two more enemy
vehicles had been located at the
varsity club. A pair of Rollins
cars loaded up with men and took
off after them. Stetson spotted
them coming and made a break
for the open highway. One car
got away. The other made the
mistake of letting his pursuers
draw abreast of him.
What followed made strong men
sob aloud. It looked hke a tong
war on wheels. For a distance
of two miles innocent drivers
were forced to swerve off the
highway to avoid sudden annihilation as the three cars tore up
the roads at prohibitive speeds
trying to maneuver each other
into a ditch.
Beauty Treatments
All captives were given free
beauty treatments at the Sigma
Nu barber shop and then released.
The next night the Stetson
Hatter was back burning with indignation. Early in the evening
the invaders painted the west end
of school. The women's dorms
developed a pox of green S's.
After this everything was quiet
and it appeared that the Stetson
invaders, pleased with their success, had withdrawn.
But at three in the morning
messengers raced through campus
(Continued on Page 5, Column 3)
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ROLLINS

The Ivey Tower Faulty Fingers
Tense Typist

Dinky Will
Disappear For
illion Bucks

Q
Procrastination-Thief of Time and Football
" T o b e o r n o t to b e . " T h a t ' s t h e q u e s t i o n a g a i n a b o u t
f o o t b a l l . W h e t h e r 'tis b e s t to h a v e a f o o t b a l l t e a m or n o t
is a n a n n u a l q u e s t i o n t h a t s e e m s to h a v e r e c e i v e d r o u g h e r
t r e a t m e n t than the eleven who play each week during the
s e a s o n . W e a d v o c a t e f o o t b a l l for R o l l i n s , b u t w e s u g g e s t
t h a t t h e a d m i n i s t r a t i o n a n d a t h l e t i c d e p a r t m e n t sit d o w n
in t r u e c o n f e r e n c e s t y l e a n d w o r k o u t a d e f i n i t e p o l i c y r e
g a r d i n g finances, s c h e d u l e s , a n d s c h o l a r s h i p s .
If y e a r s p a s t h a v e b e e n a n e x a m p l e of t h e a p p r o a c h to
f o o t b a l l t h i s y e a r , it is e a s y to u n d e r s t a n d t h e r e a s o n for
t h e d e c l i n e in o u r f o o t b a l l c a l i b e r t h e p a s t f e w s e a s o n s . A s
w e u n d e r s t a n d it, t h e r e is u s u a l l y a q u e s t i o n of w h e t h e r to
field a t e a m o r n o t a n d , p a r t i c u l a r l y a q u e s t i o n of h o w m u c h
to allocate to its promotion. T h e a d m i n i s t r a t i o n toys w i t h
t h e i d e a of d r o p p i n g f o o t b a l l e n t i r e l y a n d t h e a t h l e t i c d e p a r t m e n t p o n d e r s t h e p o s s i b i l i t i e s of h o w to g e t h i g h - g r a d e
m a t e r i a l . T h e o u t c o m e of all t h i s h i n g e s on a c o u p l e of s e t s
of figures r e p r e s e n t i n g M r . T i e d k e ' s b o o k s a n d C o a c h M c D o w a l l ' s j o u r n a l s . If t h e a r i t h m e t i c of t h i s a c c o u n t i n g j i v e s
close e n o u g h , t h e t r e a s u r e r ' s office w a i v e s a g r e e n l i g h t a n d
t h e a t h l e t i c d e p a r t m e n t s c u r r i e s a r o u n d to c o n s t r u c t a g r i d
s q u a d . A f t e r t h i s m u c h of s t a r t i n g a n d s t o p p i n g , t h e f a n s
w o n d e r w h y t h e T a r s a r e n ' t doing this or that.
W e r e a l i z e t h a t f o o t b a l l is a v e r y h a z a r d o u s e x p e n s e a t
R o l l i n s , b u t it m u s t b e a d m i t t e d t h a t f o o t b a l l is a b u s i n e s s
a n d it s h o u l d b e r u n a s s u c h . A n d so c h e e r s to a n y p l a n s
w h i c h s e e k t o s o l v e t h e p r o b l e m a n d b o o s to a n y m o r e " i f s . "
K. F.
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WITH THE FOLLOWING EUITOUIAL

Unassumingly yet mighty, sharp and pointed, well-rounded yet many
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name implies,
victorious in single combat and therefore without a peer, wonderfully
attrictive and extensive in circulation; all these will be found upon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualitis of the Sandspur.

That Man Mathews Canipus Catch
Richard P. Matthews, new
library cataloguer, is one of the
most eligible bachelors on campus.
He is a man with take-home
pay in an expanding profession.
Young, the bloom of youth shining in his face, a former 220-yarddash man, holding degrees from
the University of Chicago, Yale,
and the University of North Carolina, Matthews is "glad to be connected with RoUins College,
especially under the new regime."
Richard (call me Dick) Matthews lives with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Rudy Matthews, here
in Winter Park. Dick commutes
to school on a rakish, Englishlooking bicycle, usually parked
near the library.
His marital status? "Batting
zero," he says, "and the girls at
Rollins look wonderful — and
everywhere else too."
A Milwaukee boy, Dick Matthews' career before landing at
Rollins began with his graduation
from the University of Chicago
in 1942 when he received his
bachelor's in economics and political science. After a protracted
hitch in the air corps and signal
corps, spent looking at the world
through a radarscope, he saw far
enough ahead and decided on
Yale.
Unknowingly following President Wagner's footsteps, Dick
took his master's in general
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By IVES

alue of
Tower Thoughts:
all education may bo questioned
but never the value of understanding.
The great gap in status enables
the civilian to know "out of
bounds" pertains to sports; the
soldier may be in doubt.
Money talks, democracy listens.
Tho difference between a parttime waiter and an old maid is
that the old maid is a full-time
waiter.
When you're in trouble there is
no better person to turn to than
yourself.

By Marian Eberson

It seems that you just can't gj,
a decent job without knowjj.
liow to type. And since I couldj-,
fit a typing class into my schej.
ule. I decided to teach myself, gj^
armed with "How to Type in n
Easy Lessons (for 50c)." I 5,,
down at my trusty 1!)04 Unde,.
wood and went to work. It looke,)
simple enougli—all you had to dj
was place your fingers on the keys
asdfjkl: and there you were, "t
struck the asdfj. and was rudely
forced to a halt. My alert mind
told mc that the margin must be
It may not have been a Rollins set for that point—so the next
coed. That much we stipulate.
thing to do was adjust it. I stood
For who can tell a cood from any
up. leaned over the machine, and
other college unless she is acpeered
into the mess of ribbon,
tually caught coeding. But whatever the classification, there's not keys, and dust (mostly dusi)
searching
for a gadget that would
disputing that she was a vivacious
violet worthy of a second look. release the margin. Finally, lurk,
And if the jeep she was driving ing way back in the corner where
hadn't been in such a hurry even no fool could possibly miss it, i
a third gander would not have found it: and jiggled it around
been overdoing it. Before artistic Having surmounted this initial
appraisal could be carried to com- difficulty. I resumed my practice
pletion however, the scene had of asdfjkl; until suddenly j
changed, leaving only this agon- thought struck me: "This is all
izing afterthought on the back of very well, but one can't type
her parting vehicle:
many words with those few let.
ters." I reasoned. My curiosity
Satisfaction Guaranteed
forced me to turn to Lesson 2.
Since 1930
There I discovered the catch: you
Call
If any moral is to be deduced, were supposed to find the other
let it be simply this. A person letters by jumping around the
whose eye for figures is keener rows. This floored me for a while:
than his memory should never ^ but at last I can type "Nwo is tge
} without a pencil.
(Continued on Page 2)

ZELMA BANDLER
Flash! For only one i illion
and a half dollars the S. A. L.
Railway Company will remove
the mis-named, unwanted Dinky
line from the Rollins scene.
Besieged for years by unappreciative land owners, the S. A. L.
managers have agreed to switch
the Dinky route to another locale,
Pictured above in a scene from "I Remember Mama" are the four
providing, however, that the comleads who insured the play's success. Shown from left to right,
pensation of a million and a half
Wally Moon, Jim Bartlet, Betty Garret, and Cynthia Crawford.
in currency is forthcoming, and
that a clear title to the future
site can be obtained.
Even that last hope is faint,
for, as George Cartwright, Sr.,
super of grounds, says, "There's
probably a monkey in the wood
pile somewhere in the tile of that
On November 29th the Rollins lightly; she played the cat-loving
parcel of land."
The Dink, which incidentally, Players opened their twenty-sec- girl with the necessary amount of
is the most productive of the S. ond season with the John Var shrillness.
play
I
REMEMBER
Ranny Walker, as Mr. Hyde, the
A. L. lines, was established in Druten
down
Shakespearean
1896 as a passenger line, "a con- MAMA. Laid in the environs of j broken
venience to folks who don't care San Francisco around 1910, we can actor, was done very well. For a
to jounce overland in a buggy, see and sympathize with simple,: small part such as this was, a
pamphlets ' sincere,
warm-hearted
Mama, great deal was produced so that it
as the early R.
I who remains loved yet not always was remembered for the duration
stated.
I understood by her immigrant i of the performance. The part was
In days gone by the "Dinky
Norwegian family and surrounded I made humorous but not ridiculous
antagonism" ran high. One Rol
by interfering relatives, through I as could so easily have been done;
lins professor, discovering that
the mature eyes of her once over! one was amused yet sympathetic,
the train had to complete at least
ambitious, poetically-minded eldAunt Trina, played by Virginia
one trip per 24 hours in order
est daughter Katrin.
Estes. seemed at times ludicrous.
to hold its franchise, would stand,
Appearing
in
the
title
role
is
She
developed a character but one
stop watch in hand, waiting for
the train to pull in late just once. Betty Garrett who subtly created that could not at times be acthroughout
the
performance
those
cepted
as such. It seemed to enUnfortunately, his efforts were in
Two things I'd like to see:
vain; the diabolically clever en- qualities of simplicity, under- hance too much physical gesture.
One At times Miss Estes could not be Someone smile when reading the •
gineers would run the train into standing and selflessness.
the station at 10 of 12 and out might be inclined to think that understood, unfortunately at the funny paper and someone drink j
a cup-of-coffee without a cigaretat 10 after, thus eliminating the these qualities were manifest in crucial moment before a laugh.
Nan Van Zile portrayed Aunt ter for punctuation.
necessity of a trip for the next too passive or unspoken a way
Seen printed on a student's
two days. On another occasion that did not give her interpreta- Sigrid amusingly
George Cartwright, Jr., built a tion the prestige or presence that; j a n Olson as Aunt Jenny played notebook: "Bored of Education."!
It has been said that wc often !
seismograph along the tracks, to one expects of MAMA. One felt her part with an emphasis and a
that
the
audience mistake familiarity with things
keep a record of the number of at times that tho qualities Betty I sternness
trips the Dink made; but to no Garrett did display consistently | always expected, always got and for knowledge of them—a contention that merits some thought.
avail—it continued to safely step and with meaning, became inef-1 which made them laugh
Take for example the familiar
over the loophole in its contract. fectual at times in the light of the
J. B. Bartlett as Uncle Ch
table decorations macaroni and
During the time that Rec Hall more forcefully projected yet subplays
a
convincing
pathetic
older
spaghetti. Both are as common-' i
was serving as a theatre, the train ordinate roles. One might sugman, although he seemed to lack place as a doorknob. But try to i
would stop, screeching like a ban- gest that reserve in character
the explosive qualities that were explain the difference between i
shee, directly behind the building, shouldn't necessarily lend itself
essential to this particular part; them to someone who has never
and remain there, chugging deaf- to reserve in acting, especially in
his deathbed scene was barely seen other. Odds are that if you ,
such
a
leading
role
on
which
eningly throughout any perform^^^^ understandable in the back rows are as informed as the propounder i
ance that happened to be going hangs the significance of so
^ which unfortunately allowed the of this idea, you'll be just about as ;
on at the time. "We would minor ones.
play to drag in that place.
successful as said knob of the i.
change play schedules and they
As the eldest daughter Katrin,
Fred Taylor as Mr. Thorkelson door.
would change train schedules to Cynthia Crawford, has the job of
was
amusing as the anxious
coincide," laughs George II. "It narrating and also jumping into
an endurance contest for a the character of the daughter in suitor, although just how anxious
while, then we moved into the adolescent years. This she does he was might give rise to doubt.
Jack Belt produced a dry, matAnnie Russell and won on a tech- well, with a great deal of charm
nical K.O."
and assurance; one could not say ter-of-fact doctor without undue
she ever bored the audience while effort.
Thus far there is little chance narrating, which could have been
Florence Dana M o o r e h e a d.
that Rollinites will see the de208 PARK AVE. S., W I N T E R PARK
so easily; one does, however, played by Peggy Burnett, seemed
mise of the Dinky; but campus feel at times that Miss Crawford to strike an inconsistency in charoptimists can take their choice of should allow the audience to feel | acterization. First we are quite
two old sayings: "Where there's just that much more fascinated in eonvinced that she is the type who
a chance of de-railing there's
what she is saying than she is; for Just "doesn't read unpublished
hope," or "Students come and
this would lay just that much material," and then the breakstudents go, but the Dink goes
more significance on what she was; down comes revealing that that
on forever."
saying than how she was saying 'sn't her at all. The fault seems
it. In its entirety, though, Cyn- ^o lie in interpretation. It seems
thia Crawford gave this part the hard to believe that anyone who
poise and agility that it required, is anyone in the world could ever
and displayed acting ability when hide their true Christian spirit
behind such a superficial act
in character.
Papa, played by Waldo Moon, Miss Burnett tries to convince us
was satisfactory and convincing, Flo Moorehead did.
On the whole the play seemed
what there was of it. Sitting
HENRY GOOCH
down and reading a newspaper to create the illusion successfully
After several weeks, we'i ; back for no apparent reason other thar of this immigrant San Francisco
in print once more. Arer t you to indicate "Papa" always appears family, reflecting the pathos and
glad? Oh, well, forget it.
a little "stagey,' but Moon gave struggle for their existence, yet
If I'm not careful, this column the part the necessary insignifi- the security for which MAMA
symbolized and created within her
may degenerate (or should it be cant touch.
"be elevated to"?) into strictly
Catherine Johnson as Dagmai I warm household.
over-heard material. Then I may I'as a light part that was dont |
GERARD S. WALKER.
get wound up someday and live
up to the title. If so, then you'd
better watch out!
Anyway. I've heard several
gems in the interval. One was a
bit of conversation between one
of our more charming co-eds and
a newly-painted young man: that
is, his portrait had just been
painted. Bubbling with enthusiasm, he advised her, "Boy, you
should have him paint YOUR portrait; you're not very pretty, but
I'll bet he can put a lot of character into your face." Yes sir,
there's
compensation
this
rid.
And then Joe "I've-got-a-newangle" Popeck may win the brass
kettle for the remark of the
Ready to Depart for the
month. At the last chapel staff
Christmas H o l i d a y s —
meeting, when explaining about
Gloria Weichbrodt in a Three Piece Tweed Suit,
plans for the Children's Charity
with a Hadley Cashmere Sweater.
Fund Drive, he said, "And Monday we'll have posters coming out
trees." My, isn't Florida wonderful?
OPEN A L L D A Y WEDNESDAY — Saturday by Appointment
Weeks and weeks ago I was
AIR C O N D I T I O N E D
told of a conversation between
(1) a Rollins man and (2) a Rollins woman in some class (new
twist, you realize). I've forgotDressmaking - Tailoring
ten the exact details, but ho
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 5)
Alferat-ions - Remodeling

Audiences Applaud life With Mama;'
Walker Complimentary In Review

d^onr J^ea

Sltop

Gooch Grins
At Gleanings

studies, in Old Eli's class of 1948.
The following June he picked up
his bachelor of library science at
the University of North Carolina.
Does he like his job? It's wonierful!
Is Tollefson a slave
driver? Nope, he's a swell guy.
Matthews and Tollefson shoot
about the same brand of golf, in
:he neighborhood of 102; and besides, they both come from Wisconsin.
Asked to comment on the
library and the prospects of the
new building, Matthews implied
:hat the present Rollins library
is larger than people think.
Sixty thousand books is a lot of
reading. But with the new building and a capacity of 150,000 to
dream of, Rollins should have a
library among the finest. "As it
is, Rollins has an unusually large
library for a college of its size,"
Vlatthews commented, "and the
lew building will really put those
books to work for the students."
Matthews has had his job as
cataloguer for about two weeks,
which is not, he states, enough
time to really get acquainted with
Rollins. He has been a part-time
resident of Winter Park since his
parents moved here ten years ago.
and during the w
elected
to a membership
the Un
sity Club where
listed me as an instructor of his
dime a dozen."
tory. I'm not," he said with hi^
And, he adds,
Ipana grin.

ROSE A. LYON

Phone 3 - 4 2 9 2
64 E. CENTRAL

AVENUE

Hovater Building, Room 206
ORLANDO, FLORID*
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Rampaging Tars Scuttle Hatters In Bitter Game, 19-14
Joe Swicegood,
Horton Spark
Underdog Tars
December 2, 1949—
This was a m^emorable evening
as Rollins defeated Stetson 19^14
After a first quarter of infiequent fumbling. Stetson scoiod
first to lead 7-0. Following Hmkley's pass to the Tars' 43, DIMO
broke through center from w lu u
he outdistanced the secondat% tm
a touchdown. Williams' con\ cision was good.
Rollins came right back, how ever, spearheaded by the gi o<it
defensive work of Joe Swicegood
On fourth
down,
Swicegood
blocked a punt and he raced to
the Hatter eight. Horton marched
over from the one for the touchdown to make the score 7-6
Shortly afterwards. Swicegood
made another great play as hv
intercepted a Hinkley pass and
"stumbled" to the Hatter six from
where Barrington plunged ovei
for the Tars' second touchdown
Knecht's conversion was good and
Rolhns led 13-7 at halftime.
To start the second half, the
Tars, through good blocking and
the able running of Bryson, Barrington and Grey, drove to the
Hatter thirty-six. On the next
play, Kenny Horton tossed a perfect pass to make the score Rollins 19, Stetson 7.
With seconds remaining, Stet-

K.A.S, X Club Set Hot Pace;
Second Round End In Sight
Last Monday the K.A.s slaugh-'
I tered the Alpha Phi Lambdas
[ 32-0 The K.A. team, using their
j supeiior skill and experience,
sped to paydirt soon after the
openmg whistle. The McBryde
to McDonell pass combination was
WOI king to perfection.

19-0 count. The Indies play good
ball at times but can't seem to put
together a sustained drive. Don
Sisson continued to throw his ac..ambda

Tuesday saw the Lambda Chis i
ioll over the first T.D. against the
mighty X Clubbers. But their
lead was short lived as the Clubbers went on to win easily 32-6.
With Williams passing accurately
to Swacker and Chambers, the
mon from Gale scored almost at
will

These 10 seniors closed f-heir Rollins football careers with a smashing 19-14 victory
over Stetson. Pictured in front row are left to right, George Franklin, Buzzy Rodenbaugh, Harry Klancock, G. W . Mooney, and Jim Bedortha. Back row: Glen Barrington, Bobby Riggs, Stokes Smith, George Johnson, and Seet Justice.
son scored its second touchdown. to Josinski for six points. WilAfter Delila had passed to the
Rollins 16, Delila again passed the final gun, Rolhns had wor
laterally to Mancino who passed thrilling battle from Stetsi
19-14.
Wf SID FUNO ADIEU -TO

>*V /

M O i T O f f l a WE WISH THE/TA BOW WflO VLmeo THEIR
LHir0AM£i Qooo LUCK

'HtH V4EEK
we iXLUTE

(}0«RRu OOflNCOCh UNHBLE: T-O PtflV
SGCflOiE OF IWuRltS

^"'7

The Toggery
DIRECTLY ACROSS THE CAMPUS

Bill Frangus New
'Spur' Sports Editor
By KEN FENDERSON
Bill Frangus has recently accepted the position of Sports Editor on the Sandspur. He is replacing Jim McMenemy who will
graduate in June.
He has been with the "Spur"
since early in the year and has
worked on both the news and
sports pages.—Best of luck Bill—
the staff welcomes you.

TARS AND FEATHERS

Student Body, Squint
Celebrate Tar Victory
By SQUINT
For a change everyone in the
student body seems happy because we won a ball game. In
fact I would like to compliment
the students for the grand support that they gave the team on
Friday night. It was especially
gratifying to the members of the
team to receive the tremendous
ovation that was given them as
they took the field for the second
half.
Joe Swicegood, as we all know,
played a whale of a game and set
up two of Rollins' three touchdowns by blocking a punt and
running it to the six yard line,
and moments later by intercepting a pass and carrying it to the
Stetson eight. Not taking anythi.Tg away from Joe, I'd like to
say that the entire team starred
as far as I'm concerned. They
showed it in their hard blocking
and vicious tackeling. But more
important is the fact that the
team crme from behind to win.
When a team is behind and
doesn't get that "let down" feeling, it is a team to be proud of.
To the ten seniors who played
their last game, Harry Hancock,
G. W. Mooney, Buzzy Rodenbaugh, Glenn Barrington, Seet
Justice, George Franklin, George
Johnson, Stokes Smith, Bobby
Riggs, and Jim Bedortha, I would
Uke to S3y that I know that you
are glsd that it is over but I feel
that ycu would not have traded
the laughter, thrills, heartaches,
and tears that have been crowded
into your four years of football at
Rollins for anything in the world.
An amusing incident took place
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 5)

Mem/
Harry Hancock, getting set to leave for the holiday
v a c a t i o n — a l l decked out in a McGregor all nylon
sleeveless sweater and all wool gabardine slacks from

MERRY X M A S FROM THE SPORTS STAFF

The best game of the week was
ph yed on Wednesday when the
K A s tangled with the Sigma Nus.
The score was deadlocked at 0-0
until late in the second half. K.A.
then broke through and hit paydirt Just before the final whistle
K A kicked a field goal to make
the fm:l score 10-0.
Thursday found the Alpha Phi
Lambdas pitted against the Delta
Chis. It was a scoreless tie until
shortly after half time. Dick Prue
then threw a short pass to Mayer
for a T.D. The Phi Lams couldn't
get going and the Delta Chis
scored £gain in the final minutes.
Score: 12-0, Delta Chi.
Friday the Independents tried
to upset the Lambda Chis but
came out on the short end of a

As of December 2, the intramural touch football standings for
the second round show signs of
close play. The remaining games
will decide the crown which is
now shared by the X Club and
K.A.s. Sigma Nu and Lambda
Chi, however, are always strong
contenders for an upset. The
Independents, Delta Chis and
Alpha Phi Lambdas will put up a
last ditch stand to rise above the
break-even point.

Christinii.y

Happy

-Veit

and a
Year

Starred by Minna Lee!
and as personal as your signature

Be Among the First
to wear this gay new " G o l d e n " jewelry.
heavy gold finished.

from

"SWISH"

P. S.

Your very own " S i g n " , hand crafted

The look of elegance at a very small price.

A smart and inexpensive way to steal a march on Santa!

Earrings . . 2.95°

Bracelet . . 2.95*

Fob

2.95°

Pin

2.50°

-Plus Fed. Tax
"WHERE GANG MEETS"

441 PARK AVE., N O R T H , W I N T E R PARK

DIAL 4-3671
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The Seeter
Rides Again

COEDS IN SPORTS
By Kay McDonnell

and M a

Kappas Take Cage Lead;
Hot Race For Second Place
As the girls' intramural basketball season draws to a close.
Kappa takes the lead and three
teams, Theta, Alpha Phi and the
Independents, tie for second
place. The final results will be
given next week.
Kappa slipped into first place
when they outfought Theta to win
by a score of 40-34. They also
downed Gamma P h i in another
exciting game when they piled
up 53 points to 10 for Gamma Phi.
The Independents came back
fighting and won three games in
a row. In the first they squelched
Gamma Phi 56-20, then Pi Phi

Uvr^

with a score of 52-13. The last
game was a thriller as the freshmen put up a strong fight only
to lose 53-33.
Also vying for second place is
Theta which chalked up two wins
last week, once over Chi-O and
again over the third second-place
team. Alpha Phi, 49-36.
Not to be outdone. Alpha Phi
conquered Gamma Phi with a
rather one-sided score, 57-16.
Here's a thanks to all the spectators that showed up for the
games this season. As they'll all
say, it was really worth it for thegirls really put on a good show.

^f^rtroZi^
W I N T E R PARK

, 3 5 2 PARK AVE. N O R T H

cA Shoe Salon
3n Winter
Park?
Yes,

and opening soon after the

holidays—an unusual shop specializing in casual shoes of all
sorts—ballets,

sandals,

wedges,

etc.
WATCH
TO

FOR THE OPENING!

BE A N N O U N C E D

IN THE

N E X T ISSUE OF THE SANDSPUR

f

Four .years ago tho Rollins Col.
logo football team was blessed
with a dynamic bundle of noise
hailing from Asheville. North
Carolina. Last Friday the littl.
man with t h e educated toe was
chc-en as a co-captain in the Rol.
Ims- Stetson game.

Lefl io right Ruth Pate. Doris Jensen, Hether Nichols and Ewing McAllister.

Rollins Net Stars Sweep State Tourney

Noil (Seet) Justice, has been
the man upon whom Coach Joe
Justice has called time and time
aeain to pull Rollins out of ,
ticklish situation.
Scot graduated from Lee Ed.
wards' High School in Ashevillf
where he won two letters in UK\
h.ill. In May of 1944 he entered
the Navy. Upon his discharge in
1946 he enrolled in Rollins, where
I he has been a valuable asset to
both the football and baseball
j teams.
Justice began as a triple-threat
back in 1946, but the recurrann
i of an old shoulder injury forced
I him to give up most of his run.
ning and passing duties and to
concentrate on kicking. In this
department he has done verjwell, averaging during tho 1949
season, a little over forty-throi
yards a kick. His longest kick o:
the season was against Newberr\
where the ball sailed over sevent',
yards. The tans who saw th.r
game might remember the terrifi,
running and passing he did tha:
night also. It it hadn't been fre
his shoulder, Seet might have wi>i
All-American fame, as did hb
brothers, J o e and Charlie.

By PAUL BINNER
TARS AND FEATHERS
Last
week
Rollins
tennis
(Continued from Page 3, Col. 3)
supremacy again asserted itself
on the field Friday nigiit. To be
RICARDO BALBIERS
in Florida as representatives of
\ sure it was a rough game with
the Blue and Gold reached the
finals of every division for which I One of the best defensive men I tempers flaring on both sides.
they were eligible. The Tar net- I Rollins has had on its football I After one of the rough plays, Rolters supplied the winning men's I team in the past few years was . lins had the ball and as they went
finalist, all four women's semi- j presented his sweater as game back into a huddle one of the
finalists, the winning women's captain in last week's thrilling Stetson players said something.
George Franklin came back from
doubles team, and the runners-up ! 19-14 victory over Stetson.
Banging out a total of 326
in the men's doubles.
I Harry has been a familiar fig- the huddle and told the Stetson strokes, the Independent golf
In the men's finals. Rick Bal- j ure on the Rollins sport scene boys that if they really wanted to team edged out the K.A's by a ten
biers blasted the University of . ever since the Fall of 1946. when get beat he would call a time out stroke margin. This automaticalMiami's Sidney Schwartz 6-3, 6-1, he enrolled, after completing 2 ^ and both teams could mix it u p ly clinches the trophy r.nd twenty! 6-2 to become Florida state cham- j years service in the Air Corps. In at fisticuffs for a while.
five points for the Independents.
Speaking of rough plays reI pion. Throughout the match Rick ! addition to being Rollins' firstKappa Alpha receives twelve and
' proved entirely too steady for the string center for the seasons of minds me of an incident that was
a half points for runner up posihard-hitting Schwartz. Time after '47, '48, and '49, Hancock has been supposed to have taken place durtion. The Independent team intime Rick passed Schwartz, or a hard-hitting outfielder on Coach ing the recent North Carolinaforced him into errors as he came Joe Justice's baseball nines for Notre Dame game. After an cluded Larry Bently, Jim Brass,
to the net. The Miamian failed the same number of years. In argument over a rule infraction in : and Ernie Eikelberger. K. A.
to break the Chilean's big service his spare time he managed to play which the Tar Heels were penal- \ divot diggers were J i m Mellon,
even once, while Rick broke Sid's basketball on "Doc" O'Brien's en- ized five yards, a North Carolina '.Buddy McBryde, and John Grey.
The sixteen low qualifiers will
several times in each set.
try in the Class A City League player came over to the referee , now battle it for the individual
and said he "stank." The referee '
The all-Rollins women's semis in Orlando for two seasons.
championship
honor and an addiimmediately
paced
off
fifteen,
combined the expected with the
In addition to the eight letters
unexpected. Doris Jensen upheld he will have acquired by the time more yards and asked t h e North ! tional twenty-five points for his man will earn twelve and ;
her top-seeding by defeating of graduation next Junc, Harry Carolina player if he could smell organization. The second place points for his outfit.
Ewing McAllister 6-0, 6-3, while will carry away many other him from there. (Thank you
Heather Nicholls pulled her sec- honors. He is at present vice- Arthur Godfrey).
ond straight upset by toppling president of the Student Council;
1
second seeded Ruth Page 6-3, 6-3. president of the X Club Frater- straight years and has. gone once \
In the finals, Doris again showed nity; a member of Omicron Delta to the semi-finals and once to \
why she was seeded first by re- Kappa, president of the Inter- the finals, respectively, of the i
fusing to be another upset victim fraternity Council and president National Softball Tournament.
as she battled from 0-3 in the first of the R Club.
Another notable achievement is j
set and 1-4 in the second to win
This hard-tackling linebacker the fact that the Muskingam \
the match and title 6-4, 9-7.
game
and last week's affray have •
The women's doubles finals was played football, basketball and been the only two football con- \
High
just a case of too much power and baseball in Clearwater
tests
that
Harry has not been able '
experience against game, but School, and won three letters in to play in during his college ca- [
W i l l Improve Your Appearance and
young opposition. The two wom- each of the sports. He had a reer.
;
scholarship
to
the
University
of
en's finalists, Doris and Heather
Give You a Feeling of Importance
teamed up to defeat Sue Herr and Florida, but before he had been
Joan Woodbury 6-4, 6-3 to win the there a full semester, he went
into
the
service.
After
serving
state title.
Have Y o u Tasted a
The men's doubles provided the as a navigator on a B-29, he
day's only setback as Rick and changed his mind about the UniDelicious
Norm Copeland bowed to the versity and came to Rollins. In
his summers, Harry has played
catcher on the semi-professional
140 W . FAIRBANKS AVE.
S
P
I
N
N
I N G WHEEL?
Clearwater Bombers softball team.
"A Stone's Throw from Canipus"
During the six summers that the
25-year-old Hancock has played
TRY ONE
on the team it has won the FlorCASH A N D CARRY D I S C O U N T
ida State Championship for four

Ole' lughaid

Independent Men
Clinch Golf Tropliy

CLBAH CtOWeS
WELL PRESSED

iTAl

RELIABLE CLEANERS, INC.

STUDENT HELP
WANTED

FLYING HOME?

666

Good Pay —

GOING BY TRAIN?
THE

LAUNDERETTE

161 W . Fairbanks Ave., W

then STORE YOUR CAR

Orlando

Ave., Winter

Park

Good Hours

Phone 3-4351

smooth-working and well established team of Frank Froehling
and Jerry Crowther 6-4, 5-7, 6-3.
This battle again proved that two
good singles players aren't always
superior to a well-functioning
doubles combination.

Solve Your Shopping Jitters

DALLAS BOWER COLLEGE GARAGE
2 1 0 W . Fairbonks Ave.

ik

Winfer Pork

Closest to the Campus

Gold

GIFT ^

^SHOP

208 SOUTH PARK

Solve Your Gift Problems
W e have hundreds of carefully
GIFTS — i n c l u d i n g
JEWELRY

and

SILVER,

CRYSTAL,

GADGETS — which

usually found in Metropolitan stores.
are welcome

THE SMALL STORE W I T H T H E BIG SELECTION

are
You

to brouse — we make no

charge for g i f t wrapping and shipments
are made all over the world.

ll0l1[&tl0B5Yll0US[
^

115 E. Coloniol Driye

sr

Orlando

The Cricket will g i f t wrap and ship your gifts to your friends and relatives
anywhere in the United States

selected

l i t E. Morse Boule
Winter I

TAKE AN ALBUM HOME FOR
CHRISTMAS

Beautiful Evans Pocket and Table Liqhters
Costume Jewelry $ 1 . 0 0 to $20.00
Lamps — Fine Selection of Handbags
Smoking and Desk Accessories

Recordings of the Knowles Memorial Chapel Choir hove
been mode.

ZOMBIES—The New Taste T r e a t — A r e Sweeping the Nation

A few albums are tor sale to friends of the Choir and
Rollins College. Two of the Bach chorales, Cantatas No.
140 and No. 180, have been included. " L i t t l e Jesu of
Braga" by Gaul, and " L u l l a b y on Christmas Eve" by
Christiansen, two numbers which have been sung in the
Christmas Service since 1936, are in this collection along
with Brahm's " H o w Lovely is Thy Dwelling Place," and
Dett's "Listen to the Lambs."
This album of four ten-inch, unbreakable records is for
sale for $5.00 in the Chapel office.
Records may be secured on a S3.00 Down Payment

FRANCIS SLATER
In the new Postal Building — W i n t e r Park

llu-"

FAMOUS HARPER'S TAVERN
Dancing Every

Night

Hi

SWEATERS
JEWELRY
SKIRTS
BLOUSES
SCARVES

'/.
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ROLLINS

|[ FAULTY FINGERS
ij (Continued from Page 2, Col. 7)
Overheard: "Did you take this
ij^tmie fot all goof men to cone to
• tge aud of ther patry" without
1||a mistake. Of course, once in a
while I hit the wrong key, a mys%terious gimmick that hurls the
>» carriage across the room, knocking me, typewriter, and my new
alarm clock to the floor. However, as time is the great healer,
*! I have finally mastered the art
H,of typing; and I am proud to say
that I am now able to type five
words a minute without a single
iTTDr. My advice to those ot you
wiin aspire to similar heights is
thi,^: "Wrok hard, jeep your goa;
in nimd, dna you will be sucssec-

Hurry! He Can't Stand Tliere All Day!!

I

For the Man in
1 Your Life...the Pen
of His Life...

Waterman's
CRUSADER $5
• A Waterman's
Christmas means a
Happy New Year of
writing pleasure...so
give "him"
Waterman's Crusader
...with its handground 14 kf. gold
point, "smooth as a
lens." Ifs so smooth,
in fact, it almost
writes by itself! Only
$5, with matching
pencil $8. Other
Waterman's pens and
sets start at $3.50.

BRADFORD'S
STATIONERS, I N C .

NANCY NEIDE
The Independent Women aic
declaring a Christmas bonu.s of
two weeks for all those working
on entries in tho contest for our
choice of this year's Independent
Show. The previous final dale
for all entries to bo turned in wa
December 16, but since everynin
is rushed during these last 1JUS>
weeks before the holidays and rm
one will be here to read the
scripts until January anyway, we i
have set the date as January 5th.
At that time, each of the contestants will be given a chance to
come to one of our Monday meetings and present briefly the plot
of his show and play some of the
songs. This will give everyone
the opportunity to hear all the
ideas and allow each of the en-1
trants a chance to talk about and j
defend his own show. We want
to wish everyone a Merry Christmas and remind you not to forget
January 5th, D-Day (Deadline
Day).

By MARIAN EBERSON

"My major? Why, it's English,
of course—can't you tcU by my
I bloodshot eyeballs?"
I This startling statement comes
from Marty Rowsey, whose mam
^ distinction is that she talks faster
i than anybody in school. And if
, you stop listening for even ten
I seconds, you'll miss just that
I many witticisms. She is often
I seen jabbering furiously, making
weird faces, and bugging her eyes
I out, which means only that she's
; telling jokes, of which she has a
! priceless collection. (Which brings
j us to her favorite novel, "The
GOOCH GRINS
Great American Ox.") Her other
(Continued from Page 2)
! talents include playing the trisumm'od up his remarks with,
1 angle by ear, and a very torchy That's
L illusion you're seeing: ll's a porpois actually stand
"Well, Rollins men just don't
! voice C'l sing four octaves off the
ing Ol
ail as the above attractive young lass tempts hinr
know how to love." And she,
j bass end of the piano"). Her pet
with !
ous mullet.
sweet thing, murmured in a gen! musical instrument, however, is
tle whisper, clearly audible in the
I her 1901 Underwood typewriter,
next building (unintentionally,
1 which she swears the Smithsonian
however), "How would YOU
wanted to put under glass. She
know? You've never been out
I also excels at golf: "I won the
By TOM PICKENS
with one!" No comment.
second flight intramural match at
Ever see a shark rubbing noses with a man? Well you can.
Inevitably we get around to the
Dubs last year," she announced
Thirty-five miles north of Daytona Beach, within easy striking dis- Davis combination; namely, Hesmodestly; adding that the only
tance of the Pelican is a unique resort which offers something dif- ter and Hugh. Suffice to say that
other entrant defaulted. "But,
ferent in the field of weekend relaxation. One of its mair attractions Hester is no longer to be called
undaunted, I went on to victory."
the daredevil divers who regularly plunge into hugi tanks full I Hester but, henceforth RUSTY.
Outside of these accomplishments, Marty is Pan-Hellenic of salt water to handfeed sharks, porpoises, and other assorted Okay, Hester? And as for her
' brother . . . well, maybe they
prexy and also presides over the denizens of the deep.
Marineland is the only place in the world where captive sealife ^ could have done better by leaving
"Blue-and-blue" gals at Pugsley.
This is her second year at Rollins, is allowed to associate with itself instead of being segregated into off the first initial of his first
having transferred from the Uni- , separate tanks. Because of this it offers rare opportunities for '• name. Anyway, he finally made
versity of Oklahoma. Like every- i camera bugs. Through any one of more than 200 portholes set in the the grade this last week (after
one else here, she loves the place; j sides of the tanks one can photograph all sorts of fishy doings against years of trying). Yep, old Hugh
and like everyone else, she can't i a background of a carefully reconstructed shipwreck and a seven ton ! c. Davis, BAHSTON, Mass., can
be found in the Walk of Fame.
wait to get out. After graduation coral reef fraught with caves and colorful rock grottos.
Three huge electrical pumps, capable of pumping 5,700 gallons And all the time we thought those
this J u n e she doesn't plan to do a ;
a
minute
keep
the
tanks
supplied
with
fresh
salt
water.
In
case
the
I
sleepless
nights of his were spent
durn thing. Says Marty, "I'm I
works go blooey an emergency unit takes over.
j guarding the campus.
just going to rest a while."
Visitors can make a complete weekend out of Marineland. The
—
„ __.
Oceanarium's facilities stretch along a mile of sea front and includes
The Phi Mu pledges are giva restaurant, overnight cabins, bar, and if you're nautically inclined,
ing a Christmas Open House
a yacht dock. The ocean is right in Marineland's backyard and if
and dance on December 13,
you haven't had enough fish already you can try your hand at
1949 at Fox Hall from 7:30 to
catching some of your own.—T, P.
10:00 p.m. for all entering students.
STETSON INVADERS

Make CARTER'S Your
One Stop CHRISTMAS GIFT CENTER
Winter Park

Dial 4-5791

,lf^^%

Doc' O'Brien
Sincere Wishes for a

ChristMnas

and G Most Happy and Prosperous
NEW YEAR

(Continued from Page 1. Col. 7)
houses tossing men out of their
sacks left and right. The Winter
Park police had reported that a
force of six Stetson cars was on
its way in. Within a few moments over two hundred men
were assembled in the horseshoe.
They melted into the landscape as
the Hatter task force appeared.
The enemy elected to try a mad
dash through school. Immediately the air was full of flying
missies and flying glass. Four
cars were blocked off and captured. The ones that escaped
were pursued and once more the
public highways were made hideous for the innocent.
The Stetson boys captured were
once more treated to victory haircuts and were also made to clean
all the paint off the buildings. It
had been originally planned to
parade the captives about campus
on Friday and hand them back
to Stetson during half-time fes
tivities at the football game. But
the prisoners eloquently pleaded
that if they were not back at
school by eight in the morning
they would be expelled. Out of
the goodness of their hearts, Rollins released them.
I TIEDTKE REJECTS
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
group after the conclusion of their
visits to the Pelican. Heretofore,
any money given to Lucy had
been given as a tip. However,
Lucy has bee n asking for the
money, to the point of writing
letters to the groups asking for
it. A committee was appointed
to investigate the responsibilities
of groups visiting the Pelican.
I After the motion ior Tuesday's
basketball election was passed,
the problems of money for the
: expenses of the team and coaching
for the team were discussed. It
was revealed that if the school
decides to have a basketball team
this year, the college will lend
the money for the expenses, to
be paid back by the addition of
$3.00 to the individual student
association fee next year. Jack
McDowall has offered his services
as coach for nothing this year
until the basketball coaching job
is set.
The council decided not to meet
next week.

But Baby It's Cold Outside!

ugh the thermcmeter was low, the spirits were high of these
4 pretty RcUms cheerleaders al the Rollins-Stetson game last
Friday night. And why not? Score—Tars 19, Hatters 14. Lett
to righl, Bobbie Dillie, Jolie Wheeler, Dale Travis, and Ginger
Butier.

Daredevils Rub Noses With Sharks

A Complete Selection of Useful
and Beautiful Gifts for Your
Entire Family.

Merry

Deadline Advanced For Indy Show Scripts -

PROFILE: MARTY ROWSEY

CARTERS

New Postal BIdg,

SANDSPUB

HAPPY NEW YEAR

tf Santu

sut/s
"Clean U p "
before leaving
on your vacation

Have all your clothes
WASHED and DRYED
A L L IN ONE DAY
and

' ^
You Can Buy Your Cigarettes
On the Money You

SA ae

Always a New Car at

when you take advantage of our

OLIN'S-U-DRIVE-IT,lnc.

CASH and CARRY DISCOUNT on
DRY C L E A N I N G A N D L A U N D R Y
at the

Convertibles—Sedans—Coupes
Low Rotes—Small Deposits

LAUNDERETTE
161 W
Dial 3-4351

Cor. Orange and Robinson
Under the Model " T "

Phone 2-4814

Orlando, Fla.

Taiie a Tip from Old

44

Nieh

Relax'^
at the

PARK AVENUE BAR
114 Park Are. N.

Winter Park

ROLLINS

CHI O CUT-UPS
By A n n Onymous
Playing around the Pelican was
a wonderful dessert to give
Rollinsites turned out en masse
thanks over that weekend!
Ul attend the Silver and Burgundy
The thriller-chiller game FriBall on Saturday. December 3. to
day
night against Stetson claimed
! find Dubsdread dressed in the
most sparkling of holiday cos- the attention of rootin' Chi
• tumes, created by the Alpha Phi's. Omegas. Congratulations to THE
Snowflakes of the sorority's colors team for doing it again!
shone on walls and beams, while
Tripping the light fantastic at
a shiny Burgundy bottle. Rollins
Collins brand, tipped over a giant that wonderful Christmas dance
were
"Rootie'' and Mac (who
wine glass, adorned the fireplace.
A silver tinselled Christmas tree, seemed to be making the rounds).
Kay
Horton
and Ronnie. Barb
and candles surrounded by gilded
pine cones furthered the Yuletidi Mack and Gil Crosby. Helen D.
theme, and Santa Clause appeared and Wayne. Kit and the other
at midnight in the form of re- David, Gloria G. and Otis, and
Lucy and Ed. So a merry thank
freshments of ham and cheese.
to the Alpha Phis for a splendic
Music was supplied by Ed Cush- affair!
ing and band. The committees reAnd here's to the frosh for ;
sponsible for the festive occasion
were under the direction of social bang-up good show!

CHRISTMAS FORMAL
SPARKLING AFFAIR

Frat Pledging Results Told
SIGMA NEWS
By A. McS.
We announce with pi
pledging of: Larry Bentley, Gil
man Crosby, George Hollett, Don
Jones, Ed Kaptein, Dan Pinger,
Ronald Trumbull, Eugene Harper,
Marshall Woodward, Paul Shelton, Dick Baldwin, Wayne Pontious, Hubert Leibfarth, Harry
Ryder, Geogre Whitcombe Sim'Pson, Glenn Osborne, Towne Windom, Frank Stockton, and Alvin
McSneetz.
Big bank of the week was the
stacking of bodies on the living
room floor after the final meeting
of the T. D. Club on Saturday afternoon.
Attempts to remove
them being futile, they were
thereupon arranged in geometric
patterns to resemble fixtures and
furniture for the remainder of the
weekend.
Thanks to the Alpha Phis for
a wonderful dance.
Congratulations also to the
Freshman Class, on their successful show. In the words of our
eminent drama critic, "Epileptic
Ed" Cushing, "A shamn dood
gow."

We present our

^eepsalce
Ke
King of
the Week

HEATHER Ring
350.00
Also $100 to 2475 and
in platinum $300 to 3450
Wedding Ring
12.50
See this beautiful genuine
registered K e e p s a k e D i a m o n d
R i n g at o u r store today. W e
will be happy t o s h o w you
this a n d many other beautiful
K e e p s a k e styles. R e m e m b e r ,
w h e n you buy a K e e p s a k e ,
you buy t h e best.

LAMBDA CHI NEWS
By Jeem
Up at the house the item of
most importance is the number of
fine pledges we roped in. . . . Bob
Robinson, Bill Bazley, Larry Cunningham, Bill Muncey,
Stan
Smith, Ken Durrance, Jimmy
O'Neal, Joel Hull, Mack Israel
Duck Drake, Larry Fitzpatrick,
M. R. Lenoir, Bill Frangus. Russ
Hoffman, Norm Smith, Howell
Baggarly, Ernie Eikelberg, Roy
Seckinger, Fred Cooper . . . phew,
that's a long list.
Another item of fabulous importance was the pinning of Wilbur "The red-nosed reindeer"
Johnson to Blandie. Congratulations to them both.
That's the end . . . except to
thank the gals from Lakeside for
having the only dance that ever
has had enough to eat.
THE X CLUB NEWS
By Deac
The X Club is proud to announce the pledging of the following men: Joe Trigg, Billy Key,
Bob Kendrict, B. J. Leathers,
Pierre Stewert, and Jim Fay. We
really are glad to have them in
the club and we are sure that they
will go far.
Thil
athe quiet around
Gale Hall this week. There was
a nice meeting of the Hat Club
this past weekend and the prospects are very nice for a cod
meeting this weekend.
We understand by our wire
services that Hot Tips Kelly is
dating again—(say a few thousand words, Elsie).
Yes, they're off and running!

DELTA CHI DOPE
What is the explanation of the
mysterious appearance of a stone
in the Walk of Fame entitled
"HUGH C. DAVIS, Bahston,
Mass.?" Is the fact that it is badly cracked significant of anything? Can we say, "Like Father,
like stone?"
The Delta Chi Fraternity proudly announces the pledging of the
following men: Wally Moon,
Emory Hunter, Paul Gallo (Pledge
class president). Buddy Felix,
George Johnson, Carl Stover,
John Thibodeau, AI Sessions,
Buddy Morrisuii, Corky Scarborough and Gordon Hathaway.
ALPHA P H I LAMBDA
By Norby
Richard Johnson slept on the
roof of Lyman Hall Saturday
night counting one-legged sandpipers flying east. Richard says
that unless the National Geographic stops pestering him for
these surveys, he'll have to quit
school.

Arthur

Murray's

comes to ORLANDO
WATCH FOR OPENING DATE

Colvin M a y
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SANDSPUR

Happy faces and artistic decorations topped the popular Alpha
Phi formal last Saturday night. An atmosphere of party is
evidenced by Teddy Kurz and daie J a n McGaw in foreground
and Bob McManigle and Ann Garretson in background.

chairman. Dallas Williams, and
consisted of: decorations. Ginger
Brooks, chairman; Joan Steinmetz, Sis Shute, Lois Johnston,
Glo Parker; refreshments, Phyllis
Brettel, chairman. Alys Oglesby.
Barbara Sheppard. Marilyn Naas;
publicity, Marilyn Walker, chairman, Lois Johnston, and Rae Holden.
Chaperones
were Mrs.
Campbell, Mrs. Marshall, Mr. and
Mrs. Fenlon. and Mr. and Mrs.
MacDougall.

KAPPA KAPERS
By Deener
ongratulations to the Alpha
THE CROW CALL
ALPHA PHI PHUN
s on their grand dance. The
By Pete
By Merle
From each and every Alley decorations were beautiful. We
This week "Special-When-Lit
were all so glad to see Shirl,
Wesley and "Tilt" Spelsberg wen Flea goes a thank you to every- Nancy, and Doris back for a visit.
one who attended our "Silver and
proud to announce that, after ar
Canasta — the latest hit — has
,,
.
,
,
.
1
^
i
R
O
'
;
!
^
"
^
^
"
"
^
^
^^^'"
Saturday
night,
tial investment of only•* ^$15.27 \ Here
rr,.,- ' s hopmg
v, • the
.\., r^-u
•^
• -. stolen many sleeping hours from
Christmas
spirit
(pennies don't work, they found), that was there continues all dur- the members of Pugsley. Congratulations to the fraternities on
the lads came up with 25 fr
ing the holidays!
their swell groups of pledges, and
Congratulations to our — not
pin-ball machine in the Center. "Gorgeous Gussie" b u t ^ " d a r l i n g to the freshmen on their first-rate
show!
Well, punch my flipper-button!
Dorie" who really brought home
In the New Faces department, the bacon, or we should say, silwe see that Melancholy McDon- ver. Candlesticks and a set of
GAMMA PHI GADDINGS
nell has gone and took out for salt-and-pepper shakers now reBy Polly Clarke
the Pelican with Gallopin' Gail side in her room for winning
We are very proud that Jane
Shaffert. May the sand in their the Florida State tennis singles Crosbie has entered the ranks of
hair turn to gold-bearing dan- and the doubles with Heather the pledge class as of November
druff. Poetic, ain't it?
25.
Nicholls.
Congratulations are in order to
After a hard week of helping
Another celebrity among us is
the freshmen on their real cute
to paint invading Stetsonsrs blue,
Lois Johnston who just sold her
show. The Alpha Phis also outwe were happy to note that
first picture to Mrs. Willy.
did themselves this weekend with
"Humphrey" Mooney was able to
Carol McKechnie gave us an- a grand dance and beautiful decomop up the Green Tide with the
assistance of the Big White Team other reason to be proud in the rations. Even the football team
to end his final season on a proper entertair-ing freshman show Sun- put forth an extra bit of energy
day night. Nice going, pledge.
to beat Stetson.
note.
PHI MU DOINGS
By "Skook"
We salute the mighty Tars, congratulate the freshmen on their
show and send bouquets to the
entire cast and crew of "I Remember Mama." Our contributors to
the successful week were Kit
Johnson as little loveable Dagmar; Tiny Estes as Trina, the
comic newly wed; Skook Bailey,
that mysterious woman, Jessie;
Rusty Davis, that hillarious catkeeper; and Mary Delano had
her hand in ths playing helping
with sound effects, while Pat May
located props. We want to particularly commend Betty Garret
and Tia Crawford for their outstanding performances

INDY PENNINGS
By Sally
Did you happen to notice that
we Corrinites looked considerably
more wearied than usual last
week?
Those shrieks in the
night; panic-stricken late studicrs.
It's just gotta stop!
For those who haven't heard.
Cindy Carll is now Mrs. Knudsen.
c and her new hubby are liv* in Miami. Betty Lou Kepler
laid up as a result of an accident while horseback riding retly.
Two handsome blades
came down from Gainesville to
escort Gloria E. and Jane C. to
the dance at Dubs. Barbara C.
spent the past weekend visiting
Harold's parents in Sarasota.

THETA TIDBITS
By Blandy
We Thetas didn't get a ba sleep last week with the righu,
anticipation of destructive visit,
from Stetson! Our final victor^
over them on Friday was received
with much glee and all has been
comparatively calm since, thank
goodness I
This past weekend was a gay
one since the football seasor.
ended gloriously, there was sucfc
a nice dance on Saturday nig^,^
and there was the freshman sho»
on Sunday night! Seen walUii).
around the dance floor wore "Th!
Rock" and David, Ginny and D
Manly. P a t and Johnny. Mjck j„
••Red Worm." Everybody lookf;
real purtyl
Marsha spent the weekend with
Yvonne down at Bartow. HtatcU she had a mighty good time.
P I P H I PATTER
By M. J.
arrow girls returned Sun.
day ite looking much the sams
as when they left on Saturda\
morning. From all reports, nj
beautiful sun tans were acquir«i
and the weekend passed quji^
peacefully—that is,—for a weelc.
end at the Pelican. Escorti,i«
their favorite Romeos to this notorious rendezvous were Pat and
Ed, Dale and Punchy, Jean and
Don, Sally and Tom, Jeannie and
George, Caroline and Ken, and
Jolie and Bobby.
Our forces were split up thi<
week and the other half of us
were seen at the Alpha Phi
Christmas dance.

For D i s f i n c t i v e C h r i s t m a s G i f t s

Ttte JADilAHTeHH
3 3 2 N. Pork Ave.

North of New Postal

• From Liberty of London—Silk Scarves and Ties
• Costume Jewelry and Compacts
• Imports from China, Italy, and England

"I LIKE CHESTERFIELD.

352 Park Ave.

THEY'RE MT BRAND."

W I N T E R PARK, FLA.

BONNIE JEAN
Christmas Gift
Suggestions
if

Slips $2.95 and up

*

Ponties $1.25

*

Hose $1.35 & $1.50

if

Attractive Genuine Leather
Belts $1.95

if

Small Scarves $1.95

Now — This wonderful News —

A rack of Pre-Christmas
Dresses — GREATLY

REDUCED!

"^es/erM/r/

JI-B^CHESTERFIELD
7iiey>e M/ffffi./Eey}^
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